
Customer Case Study

Case Study Results

How did KarmaCheck’s solution address the 
company’s challenges

 KarmaCheck provided a mobile-first platform allowing the job applicant to input 

their information while applying at the restaurant via their mobile phone

  Once the request completed in KarmaCheck, both the motor vehicle records 

and a criminal background check were in progress, so our client did not have 

to wait for one background check to return before requesting the next one.

 Notifications were set up to alert the job applicant and employer right from 

the beginning of the background check process until the end, so as the 

required information returned, everyone was in tune with the progress

 KarmaCheck also provided an automatic background check every six months for 

active employees.

 This enabled the management team to be on “auto-pilot” for subsequent 

background checks that are needed to ensure the employee still passes the 

employer requirements, such as no new DUIs.

"KarmaCheck is a game-changer for 
our business and how we onboard folks. 
It's hands down more efficient from the 
start, and I really like the ability to have 
automatic background checks every six 
months."


KarmaCheck + Domino’s Yielded

96% employees 
onboarded within 
hours, not days

99% (vs 30%) 

job applicants led to 
onboarding

4+ hours saved/day

Who is Domino’s

 Domino's Pizza is a quick-service restaurant (QSR) providing frequent 

employment opportunities.

 Their hiring and onboarding process must be fast and efficient as job seekers 

have a considerable amount of opportunities in the QSR and gig economy 

sectors. In this case, the general manager (GM) had to navigate several 

manual onboarding steps which significantly slowed down the hiring 

process for their 10 Domino's Pizza restaurants.

 The GM used two companies to gather their required background checks, 

one for the Motor Vehicle Record (MVR) and one for the criminal background 

check as neither option provided instant results for both.



What challenges did the company face

 Long Turnaround Times: With their previous background check provider, 

checks were often delayed due to missing or inaccurate information. As a 

result, the GM had to wait a few days or more for the background checks. 

Sometimes, paperwork was missing or incorrectly filled out. Other times, 

there were errors in the background checks the GM received, creating back 

and forth

 Poor Candidate Compliance: Given slow turnaround times, the 

management team would allows new hires to start with pending 

background check, once complete if exceptions were found, they would be 

notified of their separation from the company

 Poor On-going Staff Compliance: Protocol for employee background checks 

calls for 6 month, to ensure they are cleared to work still--but given long 

turnaround times and high costs, management would forgo the screening, 

leaving them out of compliance.

 Long Hiring Cycles: These issues contributed to a slow down in the hiring 

process and a cumbersome workflow for the GM and his employees. 

Additionally, only 30% of employees that completed the manual background 

checks continued on to the onboarding process to start the job.. 

What were the results for Domino’s

 96% of the background checks were instan
 99% of job applicants went on to complete their 

onboarding process (vs 30%
 4+hrs/day saved by their Compliance Specialist tea
 Money Savings Because 99% of the job applicants went on to 

onboarding, there was less waste on unused background checks on 

possible candidates

 Ease and Speed: KarmaCheck’s mobile-first, AI-driven solution 
delivered faster speed and efficiency of the background check 
and onboarding process, improved quality of Personal 
Information data, notifications throughout the background 
check process, and better background check accuracy

General Manager

Domino’s


